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"Robotic Mapping and Exploration" is an important contribution in the area of simultaneous localization and mapping  (SLAM) for autonomous robots, which has been receiving a great deal of attention by the research community in the latest few years. The contents are focused on the autonomous mapping learning problem. Solutions include uncertainty-driven exploration, active loop closing, coordination of multiple robots, learning and incorporating background knowledge, and dealing with dynamic environments. Results are accompanied by a rich set of experiments, revealing a promising outlook toward the application to a wide range of mobile robots and field settings, such as search and rescue, transportation tasks, or automated vacuum cleaning.
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Trauma: Emergency Resuscitation, Perioperative Anesthesia, Surgical Management, Volume ICRC Press, 2007

	Produced by a world-renowned team of trauma specialists, this source reviews initial management considerations beginning in the pre-hospital phase, continues through the primary and secondary surveys of the hospital-based evaluation process, and proceeds to the perioperative management of trauma, burns, and associated conditions. This...
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The Essential GalileoHackett Publishing, 2008
Edited and translated by Maurice A. Finocchiaro, an international authority on Galileo, this collection makes available to scholars and students an excellent and extensive selection of Galileo's key works from his early career to the end of his life - some in toto and some represented by key selections. It presents not only Galileo's most famous...
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Optimizing Applications on Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 2004
Maximize the performance and availability of network  applications and the network infrastructure with application performance  management

	
    Learn and understand the business case for application  performance management

    
	
    Understand how to...
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Tracking the Neolithic House in Europe: Sedentism, Architecture and Practice (One World Archaeology)Springer, 2012

	The Neolithic period is noted primarily for the change from hunter-gatherer societies to agriculture, domestication and sedentism. This change has been studied in the past by archaeologists observing the movements of plants, animals and people. But has not been examined by looking at the domestic architecture of the time. Along with tracking...
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Mastering the Complex Sale: How to Compete and Win When the Stakes are High!John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fluctuating customer requirements and competitive forces are putting more pressure on sales professionals. If you work in complex sales, you know that it’s the most competitive and lucrative arena in the sales world. But setting yourself apart from the competition is tough. Success demands superior strategies and precise execution. If the...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, includes CD-ROM: Exam 640-802Sybex, 2011

	Welcome to the exciting world of Cisco certification! You have picked up this book because you want something better—namely, a better job with more satisfaction. Rest assured that you have made a good decision. Cisco certification can help you get your first networking job or more money and a...
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